
ONDOT SYSTEMS

ONDOT
Web Apps , Analytics 

Banking & Finance , Fin Tech 

Large Fin Tech Company 

Started in 2010 with 100+

employees 

IOS , Android , HTML5 , AWS

servers support , AES , Java – 

Hybernet , Vera Code , AppSec ,

JIRA , Code Collaborator , Jenkins 

(automated App building tool) 

Market: 

Industry: 

Company Size: 

 

 

Technology: 

The Challenge 

Our Solution 

GOLS Consulting was the perfect fit in

achieving Ondot 's vision and combatting their

current development challenges , providing

professional software development to their

existing development workforce. GOLS

deployed onshore account management as

well as three Android developers , three iOS

developers , and a QA to perform the following : 

Professional development and

Deployment on tight timelines

Weekly updates , resource onboarding &

allocations , and availability of onshore

account manager for project duration

All development processes overseen by

offshore PM

Our Impact 

Once implementing the solution to

combat Ondot 's development challenge ,

the positive effects were essentially

instantaneous. GOLS ' combatted each

issue & obstacle that Ondot faced prior to

the project , and provided constant

upgrades & deployment of applications

on all platforms with Quality Standards

for Banking Apps , as well as improved

delivery times due to quality and fast

development processes. 

Ondot has been a happy and active client

since 2013. 

At Ondot Systems, GOLS Consulting provided professional software

development services in a timely and impressive performance. By

deploying a team of iOS/Android engineers and QA experts, GOLS was

able to realize Ondot System's vision of increasing business

productivity and augmenting their existing workforce, without

breaking the bank. 

Case Study:

GOLS CONSULTING

There were several key issues and obstacles

Ondot Systems faced at the beginning of

this project . They required the development

of a mobile app with the latest upgrades and

user interface , as well as Application

Programming Interface Integration between

iOS and Android Applications , and the

integration of the security features on the

app were to align with International Banking

Norms .  

On the security side , Ondot required White

Labeling of each app for various

international banks , as well as development

to be performed in a secure & confidential

environment in order to conform to banking

security mandate.   

In order to completely actualize their vision ,

it was necessary for Ondot to increase their

workforce by outsourcing offshore

development services to build and maintain

a higher volume and quality of mobile

applications on a weekly basis. To

successfully fulfill this bulk app

creation process , GOLS engaged in several

development and support processes.  

This included SDE build skills and extreme

due diligence concerning FI configuration

and assets , as well as the understanding that

the resources were to be proficient in

comprehending and realizing which FI the

app was being built for , in order to use the

appropriate source code and configuration 

 

 

The Process 



Once these factors were put into place , GOLS

deployed a Build and QA process to ensure

quality and timely performance. 

 

The build process began by identifying

Financial Institutions and verifying

configuration files This included digital assets

such as logos , EULA 's , configuration

parameters , and relevant app certificates such

as push notification certs . For each FI , a build

engineer retrieved source code from the

respective SVN repositories and proceeded to

build the mobile app for both iOS and Android

platforms . The resultant apps then went

through a smoke test performed by the

project QA engineer . On successful

completion of the app , the app binary code

was given to the Financial Institution for

submitting to the respective app store. 

 

The result of this project was a success. GOLS

provided a complete dedicated work

environment for Ondot to ensure that GOLS

complied with the security and confidentiality

of financial sector requirements , which

resulted in the build of multiple applications

on different platforms .  

 

 

files . In addition , security aspects

integration was critical to the project 's

critical data organization skills . This

included the use and understanding of XML

files and more. 

The team in the Delhi office also provided

day time support for any handoffs required

to Headquarters . It was important for there

to be a 1 hour overlap available for

communication and training , to ensure

flawless transitions in the development

process . 

 

More on GOLS Consulting

GOLS Consulting is a Seattle based IT

consulting company specializing in

providing contract software developers ,

mobile application development , enterprise

solutions , as well as data analysis across

industries . Founded in 2005 , GOLS was

created by the idea that positive visions

could be translated into socially viable

technology products .  

GOLS ' mission is to deliver high quality

software development & support services

with integrity , honesty and responsibility. 

No matter the stage of the development

process , NSS excels in providing premium

start-to-finish account management in pre-

contract , on-boarding , and ongoing stages. 

 

With GOLS Consulting , you receive :

Value for money

 

Transparent billing

 

Guaranteed SLA 's

 

Flexible engagements

 

Shorter time to market (TTM)

 

Improved Quality

 

We pride ourselves on our core values of

honesty , excellence , social responsibility ,

learning , global reach , and absolute

transparency. These principles are

integrated into each and every project to

ensure a final result that is nothing less

than flawless. 

GOLS CONSULTING


